Rehabilitation of water networks is a complex problem which may require a range of different water management actions, involving groups or institutions having differing objectives, responsibilities and interests, and requiring collaboration for conflict resolution. Group decision making can play a vital role in situations where multiple actors are involved, each having their own private perceptions of the context and the decision problem to be tackled. This paper proposes a group decisionmaking model based on an analysis of individual rankings, with the aim of choosing an appropriate alternative which is the best compromise of the points of view of the actors involved in the decision problem. An application with 4 influence groups was conducted based on the proposed method.
Introduction
Municipal water supply infrastructure maintenance is very important for sustainable urban development. Mismanagement in this field can have serious consequences, such as water pipe bursts, which result not only in disruption of the service but also in significant water losses. Water lost from potable water distribution systems remains a key problem facing not only developing but also developed countries throughout the world. A new challenge in water distribution management is how to achieve effective water utilisation and reduction of wastage, taking into account many different aspects, such as technical, social and environmental.
The problem of rehabilitation of water networks needs to be perceived as a process where multi-discipline actors have to invest money, time and physical and mental effort in order to use scarce financial resources in an adequate way, choosing a desired action to provide water in volumes sufficient to meet domestic, commercial and industrial demands, to recognized quality standards, without interruption and at appropriate pressure. However, supporting a group decision-making process becomes intensely difficult due to the different perceptions of the actors of the way in which the problem should be handled and the decision made (Matsatsinis et al., 2005) .
When more than one individual participates in a decision process it is necessary to aggregate their information. In general, the 2 methods that have been found to be most useful are the aggregation of individual judgments and the aggregation of individual priorities (Forman and Peniwati, 1998) . The former is used when the group is assumed to act together as a unit, and the latter when they are assumed to act as separate individuals expressing their own preferences. Nevertheless, the problem of rehabilitation of water networks involves groups or institutions with different objectives, responsibilities and interests. This study is therefore focused on the second situation, where an individual is acting in his or her own right, with different value systems. Thus it is concerned with the resulting individual alternative rankings.
One of the fundamentals of the Water Resources National Politic (Brazilian Ministry of the Environment; MMA, 2006) is the decentralisation and participation of all in the water resource management process -civil society, the public sector and water resource users. Decisions in this field normally involve multidisciplinary decision makers, who commonly use a voting procedure as a means to reach a decision. However, a simple voting system does not guarantee a global result considering the preferences of all decision makers.
Various authors have studied the problem of aggregating individual preferences for group decision-making (Smith, 1973; Armstrong et al., 1982; Forman and Peniwati, 1998; Cook, 2006) . In fact, the voting system is one of the most useful ways to achieve a 'social choice' (Sales, 2005) , because voting is one of the decision-making alternatives which is able to reach a solution when the decision to be made implies a conflict of interests among group members.
One of the earliest works based on social choice is Essai sur l'application de l'analyse à la probabilité des décisions rendues à la pluralité des voix, developed by Marquis de Condorcet (1785) . In this work, Condorcet argued that the majority opinion will very likely identify the decision that is objectively the best. Condorcet's argument was known as Condorcet's rule. Based on this rule, Condorcet created a procedure to aggregate individual preferences, verifying which option was preferred by the majority of the decision-makers (Young, 1988) .
Another pioneer in social choice theory was the Chevalier Jean Charles de Borda (1781), who used a count which was related to the ranking of alternatives according to each individual's preferences. Borda also pointed out some defects of Condorcet's method. Borda argued that when there are many options, Condorcet's method can elect an option which was endorsed by only a small minority of the electorate (Young, 1988) .
In such a context, a group decision should be understood as a junction of the individuals' interests; thus the purpose of the final result is to allow for the maximisation of members' group satisfaction. The best result can be considered as the one that guarantees the largest number of satisfied decision-makers. Individual decision-maker satisfaction is related to the degree to which the final decision result is adapted to individual intention.
In this study, a method of analysing individual rankings was applied, by tackling the choice problematic. Thus, the final result of a group decision should be the choice of the alternative which represents the collective intention, based on the ranking position of the chosen alternative with regard to individual points of view, allowing the largest number of decision-makers to be satisfied with the final result. This method of analysis of individual rankings for group choice is conducted in 4 steps. This paper is organised as follows: firstly, the problem is structured and some concepts of water losses are discussed, identifying where and why they happen; secondly, the fundamentals of the group decision-making process using the method of analysis of individual rankings for group choice are presented, followed by an application of the method for water infrastructure rehabilitation. Finally, a summary and some concluding remarks are presented.
The 'rehabilitation of water networks' problem
One of the most important reasons to rehabilitate water networks is to reduce water losses. Leakage represents a significant portion of the high index of water losses found, and is one of the crucial issues to be dealt with in order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of water supply services (Mackenzie and Seago, 2005) . There are many causes of leakage and they are related to soil type, water quality, technology and materials used in network construction, operating pressure and age of the system, and the operation and maintenance practices followed (Arreguín-Cortes and Ochoa-Alejo, 1997). Losses from leakage can be severe, and may go undetected for months or even years. The larger losses are usually from burst pipes or from the sudden rupture of a joint, while smaller losses are from leaking joints, fittings, service pipes and connections. It is inevitable that leakage will vary from one part of the country to another. According to Morais and Almeida (2007a) , factors such as traffic loading and ground movement will vary, and therefore it is very difficult to compare the success of leakage management in different areas.
It is thus necessary to adopt preventive measures, in order to reach a decision about a distribution system in a just way, which assists the customer fully, does not harm the environment and is coherent with the realities faced by the water company (Al-Rashdan et al., 1999) . On the other hand, to reduce leakage to zero cannot be practical, because there are always many very small leaks which are neither practical to find nor economic to repair. It is unreasonable to expect a company to reduce leakage to below the economic level.
Nevertheless, the economic implications of leakage reduction are all too obvious. Water leakage not only involves unnecessary expense in pumping and treatment costs, but may also trigger premature investment to develop new sources or to expand system capacity to keep pace with increasing demand. Reductions in leakage will therefore result in lower annual operating costs and, furthermore, deferment of demand-related capital expenditure. However, it is difficult to find the right alternative to reduce leakage when many actors are involved, which is often the case with this kind of decision problem.
These actors can represent different departments of a water company (engineer department, financial department), different organisations (environmental agencies) or simply different stakeholders involved in a project (society, as spoken for by community representatives). Each actor usually has their own specific objectives (Cai et al., 2004) .
Hence, a methodology is needed to help these actors to evaluate the potential actions, with regard to predefined criteria, while taking into account the characteristics of the specific system and evaluating the alternatives from the point of view of each different actor, considering financial, technical, environmental and social aspects. Bouyssou et al. (2006) analysed a variety of voting systems: In some situations, the election is uninominal, where each voter votes for one candidate only. In this kind of election, each voter ranks all alternatives from best to worse, without ties, and when voting each voter votes for the alternative that he ranked in the first position. Supposing a set of 3 alternatives for a 100-voter election, where 51 voters prefer alternative a to b and b to c (in short aPbPc) and 49 voters prefer c to b and b to a (cPbPa). It is clear that 51 voters will vote for a while 49 will vote for c. Thus a has an absolute majority and wins. However, almost half of the voters perceive a as the worst one, and alternative b seems to be a good compromise.
Analysis of Individual Rankings method
Bouyssou et al. (2006) therefore perceived that uninominal election combined with the majority rule allows a dictatorship of majority and does not favour a compromise. A possible way to avoid this problem is to ask the voters to provide their whole ranking instead of their preferred alternative. Hence, the task of the aggregation method is to extract from all these rankings the best alternative reflecting the preferences of the voters as much as possible. Following this idea, the method proposed in this paper seeks to study rankings of alternatives and to extract a choice of compromise, analysing the best and the worst alternatives classified by all decision-makers, applying 2 types of counting based on the principles of Borda's counting.
First of all, it is necessary to know how all the members of the group understand the problem situation and would solve it, making a ranking of actions (alternatives), which are evaluated by a family of criteria:
Let A = {A 1 , A 2 , …, A i } be the set of alternatives, g = {g 1 , g 2 , …, g n } the consistent family of criterion and DM = {DM 1 , DM 2 ,…, DM m } the decision-makers (DMs), who form the group. Each participant evaluates the problem with respect to the alternatives common to the group, constructing a rank order of the alternatives according to their individual preferences.
When one alternative is not chosen simultaneously by all decision-makers, it is necessary to apply a tool that makes the analysis of individual rankings possible, in order to find an alternative which can be considered the most appropriate for solving the problem, in accordance with all group members' points of view.
Based on ranking alternatives constructed by each member group, the procedure to apply the method proposed by Morais and Almeida (2007b) is well-defined in 4 exploration phases (Filter 1, Filter 2, Veto and Choose), as shown in Fig. 1 .
With the individual ranks of all actors involved in the decision problem, the procedure of the analysis of individual priorities can start. It is important to note that the actors can apply any appropriate multicriteria method to support the ranking process. 
Figure 1 Overview of the proposed method

Filter 1
This first phase consists of creating a set of alternatives considered as a superior order, through application of separation by quartiles. The quartiles divide the sample of data into four equal parts in relation to the number of observations. They are used for convenience, when it is desired to eliminate the observed extreme values, or when it is desired to examine certain parts of the sample of data.
The data are then summarised for analysis of the alternatives constant in the upper quartile. The ranked set of alternatives is divided into two parts, where a quarter, or 25%, of the alternatives are ranked in an upper position, and the remaining ones, three-quarters, or 75%, are in a lower position. The element that indicates the position of the upper quartile is given by the following expression: x = n/4, where n is the total number of ranked alternatives (rounded up).
For n = 7 → x = n/4 = 1.75 ~ 2 (rounding up), so the 2 nd position divides the ranking, where the 1 st and 2 nd positions make up the 25% of data falling within the upper quartile.
Those alternatives that are in the upper quartile would, theoretically, be the most appropriate alternatives to be implemented, translating the collective idea of the 'best' alternatives.
As part of the first phase, a count should be made of how many decision-makers preferred the alternatives that were in the upper quartile. The alternatives that did not obtain votes are eliminated from the process. In other words, those alternatives that did not appear among the best ones (in the group of the upper quartile) are taken out of the set of possible actions to solve the problem. 
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Considering U i as the number of times that the alternative i appears in the upper quartile, representing the number of votes this alternative received to be included among the best ones, U i can be computed by:
(1) where:
if the alternative i is in the upper quartile for the decision-maker k otherwise i corresponds to the alternatives in the upper quartile (i = 1, …; n) j is the position in the upper quartile, varying from 1 st to x th ( j = 1, …, x) k represents a decision-maker (k = 1, 2, ..., m).
The first filter is then concluded, eliminating those alternatives that were not considered by any of the decision-makers, in other words, U i = 0.
Filter 2
The second phase of the exploration is conducted by an inverse analysis, using the group of alternatives that compose the lower quartile. The element that indicates the position of the lower quartile is given by the following expression: y = 3n/4 + 1 (truncate), where n is the total number of ranked alternatives. In other words, it divides the ranked group of alternatives in 2 parts so that 25% of the alternatives are ranked in a lower position and the remaining ones, 75%, are in an upper position. A count should be made of how many decision-makers are against the alternatives. Considering L i as the number of times that the alternative i appears in the lower quartile, representing the number of votes which this alternative received to be grouped among the worst ones, L i can be computed by:
(2) where:
if the alternative i is in the lower quartile for the decision-maker k otherwise i corresponds to the alternatives in the lower quartile (i = 1, …; n) j is the position in the lower quartile, varying from y th to n th ( j= y, …, n) k represents a decision-maker (k = 1, 2, ..., m).
The alternatives with more votes against than in favour are eliminated, in other words, L i ≥ U i . Those alternatives that were able to pass through both filters go on to the third phase of the exploration, termed 'veto'.
Veto
In the third phase, a positional count of the alternatives is accomplished, based on Borda's method (1781 in Cook, 2006 . This method attributes a value corresponding to each position in the ranking, so that 1 point is added when moving from a particular position to the next higher one. However, the method proposed here only analyses the situation of the alternatives which are in the upper and lower quartiles. Thus, to each position of the evaluation a number of points is attributed, differently from Borda's method. In this case, the number of points is computed as follows: 1 for the last position (the upper quartile limit: x), 2 for the next to last position, ...., x for the first position. The points gained by each alternative are totalled and the alternatives obtain a score called Strength of the Alternative, F i , given by: (3) where:
if the alternative i is in the position j for the decision-maker k otherwise i is the remaining alternatives in the upper quartile, j is the position varying from the 1 st . position until the upper quartile limit (x th ), for all k decision-makers (k = 1, 2, ..., m).
For instance, the Strength of the Alternative A is given by:
Similarly to the upper positional count, the lower positional count is made, where a number of points are attributed in an inverse way to each position of the evaluation, because higher points should be considered for the alternatives in the worst positions, thus guaranteeing that the weakest alternatives have a larger accumulation of points, in other words, votes against being favoured as alternatives. In this case, the attribution of points is computed as follows: x for the last position, (x-1) for the next to last position, ..., 1 for the first position (lower quartile limit: y). The points gained by each alternative are totalled and the alternatives obtain a score called Weakness of the Alternative, f i , given by: (4) where:
if the alternative i is in the position j for the decision-maker k otherwise i is the remaining alternatives in the lower quartile, j is the position, varying from the first position of the lower quartile (y th ) until the last position of the ranking (n th ), for all k decision-makers (k = 1, ..., m).
For instance, the Weakness of the alternative A is given by:
Now, it is important to investigate if the intensity of that disagreement is enough to refuse that alternative. So, if f i ≥ F i , it can be affirmed that there is a high opposition to the alternative being considered among the best ones; the alternative is then eliminated. In this phase, it is also possible to insert a more restrictive veto threshold, depending on the decision-makers, as follows:
where: b represents the percentile of the f i value in relation to F i that the decision-makers are willing to accept. This value should be discussed between the analyst and the decision-makers. 
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In this third filter, termed 'veto', the alternatives are also evaluated through a discordance meaning, to check if there is high opposition since the alternative is well-classified. Then, the veto threshold is introduced, representing not a specific performance of an alternative, but the difference between preferences among alternatives. This veto verifies if there is very high opposition in relation to the alternative selected by the second filter, the intention being to eliminate the alternatives classified as worst for the majority of the decision-makers, by the analysis of the Strength and the Weakness of the Alternatives, in other words, a positional analysis of the alternatives that are in the upper and lower quartiles.
For instance, if an alternative has the best positions considered by some decision-makers, but at the same time it is considered as worst by the other decision-makers, being classified significantly in worse positions than the ones considered in the upper quartile, it is probable that the alternative will pass filter 2, but not the veto filter. Only when one alternative passes through all 3 filters can it be affirmed that this alternative translates a collective feeling, in other words, it is considered as a good alternative with regard to all decision-makers.
Choose
The fourth and last phase of the exploration is to choose the alternative. The procedure is concluded when the alternative that has the largest number of points is selected. This analysis of the intensity of the strength of the alternative is given by the expression:
, with the alternative chosen being that which presents the largest α i .
Nevertheless, in the case of ties (same scores), a pair analysis of those alternatives can be made, in order to verify which one is preferred by the majority of the decision-makers.
Analysis of Individual Rankings for water supply infrastructure rehabilitation
This section shows an application of the method to aid actors in choosing the action to be taken to rehabilitate the water distribution network. In order to illustrate the proposed method, the case study of Morais and Almeida (2007a) was used. The main characteristics of the case study are as follows: The city was located in the north-east of Brazil, in Pernambuco State. The population of the city is 45 481 with a population density of 236.8 people/km 2 . The city has a very hilly topography (varying from 60 to 130 m of elevation) resulting in large differences in water pressures along the network. The network distribution system is around 30 years old and there are many problems with meters. The water losses index is almost 60%.
A list of 6 alternatives (actions to rehabilitate the water network infrastructure) is presented in Table 1 .
Four actors were identified to integrate the decision process, representing 4 specific interests, as shown below (it is important to note that in decisions of this magnitude, all actors who have an influence in the decision process should be taken into account. The number of actors depends on how the decision will proceed (Table 2) . Consultant -engineer (technician who assesses the system's hydraulic situation) DM 3 Environment agency (to guarantee suitable conditions, avoiding environmental impacts) DM 4 Community representative (represents the citizens' interests -i.e to receive water under normal pressure conditions and to avoid tariff increases)
The decision-makers evaluate the alternatives, from their individual perspectives, points of view and interests, ranking the alternatives by importance. All DMs evaluate the problem considering the same 7 criteria (cost; benefit period; economicfinancial balance; effects in reduction of waste; environmental benefits; maintenance and operation conditions; social acceptability). They used the Promethee method (Brans et al., 1986) to rank the alternatives. Table 3 shows all individual results. As expected, the prioritised alternatives are not the same for each decision-maker. Thus, the results of the individual rankings go to the next phase of aggregation of the results, or global evaluation, where it is possible to analyse the individual rankings. 
Analysis of individual rankings
To conform with the first phase of the method, the alternatives which are in the upper quartile should be analysed. As the total number of alternatives, n, is 6, then:
Element of location -Upper Quartile x = Element of location -Lower Quartile y = The set of the alternatives in both quartiles is shown in Table 4 . Filter 1 By considering Table 3 , which shows the ranking per decisionmaker, the first phase can start, summing the number of decision-makers who are in favour of each alternative (U i ), as given by Eq. (1). Table 5 shows the result of the sum of votes in favour of the alternatives. Filter 1 is completed by eliminating the alternatives that are not in the upper quartile. Thus, alternatives A 2 and A 4 are eliminated.
Filter 2
The sum of the number of decision-makers who are against each alternative (L i ) is calculated, as given by Eq. (2). The results are shown in Table 6 . Filter 2 is completed by eliminating the alternatives with L i ≥ U i , meaning that more decision-makers are against than in favour of the alternatives. Alternatives A 1 and A 3 are eliminated.
Veto
The remaining alternatives pass on to the process of upper positional counting, using Eq. (3). Tables 7 and 8, respectively, show the values obtained for F i and f i . 
Choose
In this phase, the strength intensity of the alternatives is calculated, i.e., α i = F i -f i . The alternative which has the highest number of points, or the highest a, is selected. Thus, it is verified that the alternative A 5 has the best performance among the remaining alternatives, as αA 5 = 4. For this specific study, the aggregation procedure provided a very satisfactory result. Although alternative A 6 was in the first position for 2 DMs (DM 1 and DM 2 ), DM 4 ranked that alternative as least preferable. On the other hand, the alternative chosen, A 5 , was positioned at the top of only one individual ranking (ranking of DM 3 ). However, DM 1 and DM 4 positioned alternative A 5 in the second position and DM 3 positioned that alternative in an acceptable position (third). Therefore, no DM feels that A 5 is a bad alternative and the final result is considered to be very reasonable.
Conclusions
The real world is characterised by deep complexity, especially in decisions that involve society as a whole, as do all problems related to water. This happens because of the implications of the manner in which policy problems are presented and decision making is framed (Morais and Almeida, 2006) . The problem of water supply infrastructure rehabilitation is very complicated, due to a lack of sanitation policies and a shortage of resources, in addition to the involvement of different actors with specific interests and conflicting objectives. This paper presented a method, based on individual rankings, to assist actors involved in the process of rehabilitation of water networks to achieve a solution judged appropriate, ensuring that the majority of the actors are satisfied with the final result. This proposal considers that each individual of the group interprets a given situation in a different way, which can generate different decision-making models. Thus, this method starts from the ranking assigned by the individuals, and allows each participant to evaluate the problem based on the alternatives and criteria common to the group.
The tool of analysis of individual priorities is especially important in social decision making, particularly when one alternative is not chosen simultaneously by all decision-makers. It is then necessary to apply a tool that makes the analysis of individual rankings possible, in order to find an alternative which can be considered the most appropriate for solving the problem, in accordance with all group members' points of view.
This method has the potential to make a positive contribution to the process of water management, putting together the preferences of different groups of influence, while including criteria relying on interdisciplinary principles, such as technical, economic, environmental and social aspects and perceptions, and suggesting an option based on these evaluations and the relative importance of the decision-makers involved.
The use of this method, incorporated in the multicriteria model for group decision, allows groups to identify the alternatives for a solution that are more favourable for certain problems. It is important to note, that this method can be used to deal with many kinds of group decision-making problems.
With this methodology is possible to pay attention in several objectives that, probably, would not be noticed in a strictly technical-economic analysis. The method helps to improve the quality of decisions, by making the decision-making process more explicit, rational and efficient.
